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1. Intro 

(E) There are things that don’t exist. 
 

Claim of the talk: There is a literal reading of (E) on which  
(i)  ‘exist’ is interpreted as a first-level predicate which applies to every object  
(ii)  the quantificational phrase ‘there are things’ is interpreted as an objectual quantifier  
(iii)  (E) is true. 

 

(ETR) There are kinds of things such that there exist no instances of these kinds.  
 

→ (non-fundamental) generalism about non-existent things: there are non-existing things, but 
these things are not individual but general objects (kinds/properties) to which we are (non-
fundamentally) committed anyway (by the truth of other true natural language sentences) 

	  
2. Quanti fy ing over  kinds o f  things 
 

 Tom’s presents   Tim’s presents  
 a TV set   a smartphone  
 a radio     a play station 
 an iPad    an iPad  
 

Is there something that Tom and Tim have both got for Christmas? 
 

(1) There is a certain electronic device that Tom and Tim have both got for Christmas, namely 
an iPad. 

(2)  There is a certain rare album by The Meters that my brother and I both bought on eBay 
recently. 

(3) There are two German cars that people drive all over the world – the Volkswagen Beetle and 
the Porsche Cayenne. 

 

Two puzzling semantic phenomena 
 

(i) although the surface form suggest that we quantify over individual electronic devices/ 
albums, we in fact quantify over kinds or types of devices/ albums 

(ii) the relative clause does not ascribe a property to the kind itself (what you get and buy are 
individual iPads and albums!)  

 

(i) is explained by taxonomic use of nouns (‘The VW Beetle is a car not an animal’, ‘How many birds 
are described in this ornithology book?’) 
(ii) is accounted for by a theory of type-shifting 
operator ‘IS-OF(k)’:   

syntactically, it makes a predicate out of a kind-denoting singular term 
semantically, it maps the denoted kind, i.e. an e-type entity, to an entity of type <e,t>, namely 
a function that maps exactly those individuals to the True that belong to the respective kind 
abundant conception of kinds: for any property there is the kind of things that have these 
property (kind-talk as a means of nominalization: ‘I have an F’ ‘I want this kind of thing, too’ 

 

(1*) ∃k(kind of electronic device(k) ∧ ∃x(IS-OF(k)(x) ∧ Tom has got for Christmas(x)) ∧ ∃x(IS-
OF(k)(x) ∧ Tim has got for Christmas(x))) 
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3. Non-existent  things and non- instant iated kinds 

(4) Sarah has invented an electronic device that you cannot buy at regular department stores. 
(4*) ∃k(kind of electronic device(k) ∧ invented (Sarah, (k)) ∧ ¬◊∃x((IS-OF(k))(x) ∧ you can buy 

at regular department store(x))) 
 

(5) Sarah has invented several devices for the next Mars mission. Unfortunately some of them 
were never built because NASA ran out of money. 

 

(6) There is a certain device that was invented by Sarah but was never built. 
(6*) ∃k(kind of device(k) ∧ invented (Sarah, (k)) ∧ ¬∃x((IS-OF(k))(x) ∧ was built(x))) 
 

(7) Cherry-flavored drops are produced in this factory, cherry-flavored cars, however, are not 
produced here.  

(7*) ∃x(cherry-flavored drop(x) ∧ is produced in this factory(x)) ∧ ¬∃x(cherry-flavored car(x) ∧ 
is produced in this factory(x)) 

 

(8) Certain things are produced in this factory certain other things are no produced here. 
(8*) ∃k(kind of thing(k) ∧ ∃x((IS-OF (k))(x) ∧ is produced in this factory(x))) ∧ ∃k(kind of 

thing(k) ∧ ¬∃x((IS-OF (k))(x) ∧ is produced in this factory(x)))  
 

(9) Cherry-flavored drops exist, cherry-flavored cars, however, do not exist 
(9*) ∃x(cherry-flavored drop(x) ∧ exists(x)) ∧ ¬∃x(cherry-flavored car(x) ∧ exists(x)) 
 

(10) Certain things exist and others don’t. 
 There are things that exist and other that don’t 
(10*)  ∃k(kind of thing(k) ∧ ∃x((IS-OF (k))(x) ∧ exists(x))) ∧ ∃k(kind of thing(k) ∧ ¬∃x((IS-OF 

(k))(x) ∧ exists(x)))  
 
Meinongian misinterpretations 
 

(10Meinong) ∃x(exists(x)) ∧ ∃x(¬exists(x)) 

(6) There is a certain device that was invented by Sarah but was never built. 
(6Meinong)  ∃x(device(x) ∧ invented (Sarah, (x)) ∧ ¬(was built(x))) 
 

(1) There is a certain electronic device that Tom and Tim have both got for Christmas. 
(1Meinong)  ∃x(electronic device(x) ∧ has got for Christmas(Tom, (x)) ∧ has got for Christmas (Tim, 

(x))) 
 
Meinongians: (i) there are non-existent things that are incomplete (e.g. devices without a specific 

size and weight, no specific matter from which they are made, etc.)  
(ii) non-existent things ‚encode’ rather than exemplify their non-formal properties 

→ misinterpretation of the facts that  
(i) kinds of things are often not fully determinate (not infimae species)  
(ii) type-shifting and mix between claims about kinds and about instances  

 
4. Appli cat ion 1: Poss ibi l ia 
 
(11) There are several things Tom could buy: He could buy a CD player, or a TV set, or a 

radio, or an iPad. Tom is not sure which of these four things he wants most urgently. 
 

The townhall competition: 
 

(12) There are four possible monuments that could be built. 
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(a) There are not four actually existing (concrete) things that could be these monuments. L 
(b) Linski/Zalta; Williamson: there are four bare possibilia, objects that could be a monument, 

could be concrete etc. L 
Each of the four monuments could be built from different hunks of matter. But given the 
essentiality of material constitution, if the first monument was built from matter M1 it 
could not have consisted of matter M2 and vice versa. Hence, there are gazillions of bare 
possibilia that could be a monument created by one of the four artist. 

 

(c) Alternative: in (11) we count kinds of monuments rather than individual monuments 
 

(11*) ∃4k(kind of monument(k) ∧ ◊∃x((IS-OF (k))(x) ∧ is built in front of the town hall(x)))  
 

(12) Each monument could be built from different hunks of matter. 
(12*) Each kind of monument k is such that there are different hunks of matter M1, M2  etc. such 

that it is possible to built an instance of k by M1, an instance of k by M2 etc... 

 
5. Appli cat ion 2:  Intent ional ia 
 

(13) Tom is looking for a 90-string guitar on Ebay. 
(14) Tom is looking for two witches that could help him with his exams.  
 

Relational vs. notional reading:  
(13R) There is a 90-string guitar such that John is looking for it.  
(13N) Tom is undertaking a search that would be successful if he found some 90-string guitar.

   

Characteristics of the notional reading:  
(i)  lack of specificity (‚... any one would do’);  
(ii) lack of existential import (‚although there exists no...’) 

 

Problem: Also the notional reading is relational in the sense that it implies: 
 

(15) Tom is looking for something (that does not exist). 
 

Meinongiang solution: ‘looking for’ sometimes denotes a relation to incomplete, non-existent 
objects 

Alternative: ‘looking for’ sometimes denotes a relation to kinds of things (e.g. the kind 90-string 
guitar – Tom is looking for a certain kind of guitar); the relation can be characterized by 
means of the success-conditions of the search 

 

(15*) Tom is looking for a certain kind of thing such that no instance of this kind exists. 
(15#) There is a kind of thing such that John is undertaking a search that would be successful if 

he found some instance of this kind, but no instance of this kind exists. 
 

(14) talks about a relation to a certain kind of group (the kind group consisting of two witches)	   


